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In 19TO an experiment was conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of

using the teaching coniPuter atA medium for involving people in community

planning. A program on an environmental itsue was presented on the PLATO

system to a *on-random sample of the population tif Champaign-Urbana Illinois.

The participants included governient leade civic leaders and interested

citizens. The data from this experiment suggests the.fpllowing:
%

1. People - from the 'community were willing to come to work through

the.. program.

2. Participants found the medium useful for presenting concise arid

relevant information. I

3. Presentation of information in this way.may be partiCularly useful

for those who have'not yet formed an opinion on the issue.

Participants.found particular advantage in being able. to make

comments and respond to questions.

5. Participants indicated that they .would iike'to.bee more issues:

presented in this way. A

Useful suggestions were also made for including more Information' on

ts, sources of information, political considerations, and views of the

various interest groups. The criticisms dealt primarily with the incon-

,

venient location of the terminals and the presence of some bias in the
- !

program.
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S n e the,Middle of the 1960's increasing deMands'fOr citizeit"Par-
i

ti- cipation in policy formulation have been.expressed.at all levels of

Y

government. A number of federal programs haVe specified that affected po

44
ulatiOns be included in policy formulation.1- Reforms in theii)emocratic

, .

..

;1
Party have resulted in increased representation of minoritygroups, the

.

young, and women. At the local IeVel, community groups have formed to

on-Crass their views on issues such as education, urban renewal, and cable

television.

'Accompanying the demands for Pakicipaq9n- has been a recognition of the.

k.

need f or new methOds Of participation. The communications media have responded

with radio "talk" shows, more television documentaries, and programs such as

The Advocates which encourage written viewer reSponSes. Several experiments_

are underway with two -way cable television.

There is some doubt, however, whether the various methods of par,O.cina-
.

tion now available arecost-effective for the people involved---wliether the

ime and effort a person puts into participation results in a feeling that

I ,

e. time *as well spent and something was accomplished. With present methods,

a itizen can participateonly.at a time designated by The citizen

. als has very little central over the type and amount of information Presented

at m etings oron the Media. Issues of immediate concern to him maybe giVen

scant attention. Finally, the citizen cannot control the rate at which in-

fO rmation is presented, so he is sometimes bored and sometimes 19st.
1

4

Recognizing the limitations of- existing methods of citizen participation,

a Group of gradu ate students at the University of Illinois began thinking

about hew another technology, the teachikg cOmputer, could be used, as, a more
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r

2 .effective medium for involving pe9ple'in A discussion of-community issue's.
. .. .

.

We decided to explore the feasibility of using the teaching computer for citizen
...

.

.
.

participation by conducting an experiment which wouldinvolve the members of

the local community i a discussion,of an environmental issue.
,

The technology which was used in this experiment is the PLATO system

located at the'University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign.

1'U:0%111 system consists of aCotrol Data Corporation 1604-ecmpter

and 56 terminals, 20 of which can be 'operated situltaneously. Thirty-two

terminals are located on the University of Illinois campus And 24 are located

at remote sites including an elementary sClool and a junior college.

A terminal consists of a.typewriter-like keyboard by which the user

/

sends messages to the computer and a television screen whichdisplays computer."

generated graphic information and compUferSelected photographic slides toe'

the userpee Figure 1). *

. .
. . ,

,

. _During the next three to four years, the PLATO systeads scheduled to
, ,

.

1

exPand from the simultaneous operation of 20 terminals (PLATO III) tcrthe

, ,4:'simultaneous operation oc.4000 terminals (PLAT041V).
4

-.mese terminals will be
a

distributed throughout the state of Illinois. Currently, 35 PLATO IV terminals

(cee Figure 2) have been delivered to the University:of Illinois. Delivery

wigcontinue at an accelerated rate until 4,000 terminals are available.

The PLATO system has been developed primarily as an educational deYicie.

However, the expansion of the PLATO system and the probable widespread

distribution of similar'dquipment over the next few decades suggests that we

are discussing not simply an educational device but a new type of mass comL

munications system which offers the poSsibility of two-way communication

am-mg various interest groups.5 Ouch a system would seem to suggest a number

7
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student keyset:

Figure 2

'

PLAn Termir.11:

Cross Section.

of uses beyond normal classroom activities. One of these activities may well

,
- .

be the involvement of a larger number of people in considering community goals:involvement
. ,

PREPARATION OF THE PROGRAM

f

The initial preparations fciroonducting an eXperiment on the potsibility

of using a new coMunications teppologyto'involye the public in social

planning began during the fall of 1969.. Several items were of immediatedoncerh:
° '4'

1. Issue 'selection, 2. Gathering of idformation, 3. Presentation of inrfor-
.

mation,* and 4. The time required fer.research and programming.

Issue Gelection

A nuMberlof factors were tain into account in. selecting,in issue for

thi.'study:. a. _The iseue.should:be of importarke to both .Champaign and

Urbana, b. The issue would have to be faMiliar to the general populace,

.

c. The issue should. lend its.elf to' medium or long-range' planng, and.

I



1. Because as were attempting.to determine the feasi ilitY of using thiS
.0

/
technology to discuss.community issues, the first'ls.ue would hp.ve to be

relatively non-political but somewhat controversial.

At the time that we were consideAing possible issues, the concern over

the environment was increasing significantly in t e United States and in

Chamf-jaign-Urbna. These were the mcnth'S immed* tely preceding the firs..

Ea'rth,Day. Eiraronmentalicits in the twdtit es were concentrating their efforts.

a otro'= the Por.levarj. Greek, runn through ChatIpaign,,the University
$

of Illinois, and 'Urbana. '.The strew has been polluted by businesses and homes

Some areas of the Boneyard Creek Have been covered over and-'inthe area.

in some sections the*banks have bean sheetniled, allowing structure: to be

built closer to the'edge of the stream. A number of University and community.

-groups had Initiated ccommunity-wide effort to cave the creek. The county's

plannerS intended to eventuail convert the creek,intosa storm sewer by

ccmciidg it .over, They environmentlitisto ,wanted to clean it up and landscape

it.
The Poneyard Creek issue seemed to have all ,of the desirable, characteristics

for our first. commUnity.isoUe on MATO: 1. Not onliy\r\Champaign and Urbana,,

hut-also the University of Illinois were ingolmed,, 2. w People in the.community

were discussing the 3. Background information had been developed and
. ,

ne various solutions:which:were being dlocusped invoivediedium and long-
.,

* .
, ,

.
.

range planning, and 4. The issue was 'controversial but did not arouse violent

.14:1sions. T4us the Poneyard Creek became the` ubject of the first comnuter.
, . kl

L'Ased proEYr?n for discussing a eormunity issue:

q atterina e ormation

?.
Two groups, the Champaign.County Develonment Corpoiation (the C:):;rnei

N .
,

4

2ngineers for the Restoration of the Poneyard had condueted extensive research

4



and hAdeveloped alternative plans for theoneyard Creek'.
6

The reports: .

generated by these grpups provided the background information for the cora:touter-
-

based program. P/

interviews were also conducted with resource persons from Champaign,

Urbana, and-the University of-illinoia who were involved in the issue.

Presentation of fnformation

The protram presented information to the participants in the form of

written material-, pictorial slides, mapd,' and graphs. It order ta-ensuie that

the participants.all'had tilt same basic information on the-issue, we decided

to have a simple information sequence format with a number of Optionarbtanching

sequences. The main sulljegto covered 'included the following:

1.

2:

3.

11.

introduction.

llotory

Cu.k rrent plans
1

Presentation of alternatives
t=

4.;

5. Discussion of advantages and disadvantages
.

or alternatives'

6. Actions which citizens' might take

T. Questionnaire '

Ail of the participants viewed the information in the same Order. The

"branching sequences" provided additional inforMation andyere optional.. 'They

afa pot affect the order in which the participants Viewed the necessary,back-
('

-2c,c2a.tse a =her of technical words were used,.a "dictiOnary" o.. terms

in2rporated into the pipiviram. so that the participants couid obtain precise

definittons of wordJIol" technical phrases which were unfamiliar to. them.

Fj._oan material.

a
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N._
"A selps of 'questions was alsO as et, in the main body of the program

to insure that' a minim 7,,,m level of information about the i uewa- being learned.

A "comment moie".was inaorporated'into the program. This subrovtinei

allowed the Aaitticipant to stop at .arty point in the program.to criticize th

informaUon, to ask questions., or to suggest additional considerations.

The program concluded with a questionnaite'which.-ittempts to identity'

biases in the program and to determine the usefulness or this medium in di's-

cussingcommunity iscines.

Research and71,rogramming

O

. The total amount of time spent in conducting interviews, researching the

Ato
issue, and placing the program on the computer amounted, to approximately one

f.

(

1 2

academic year.

as a project to

of the research.

gretiteGt .aawarit

gramning.

However, this work was carried out on a part-time basis and .

fulfill a requirement for a graduate course. In addition; much

had been compiled by otherigroups in 'the communities. ,Tie

ot.time was spent in arranging the information and in pro-.

. .

4

PREOENTATION TO THE COW MUN/TY

Approval to carry out thi6 project had been Obtained from the'Director

of the PLATO L?boratory, DanaldL. Bitter. We then approached the local.

cvernmen% leaders and the mayors. of Cli46paign and Urbana .with the idea of

uoing a e;ching CompUtei to inoll.ec community thertbr!m in a dincuMmion of

ogAal nlanning. In 'both inotanceo, we. explained the nnuipated. expanuion of



the PLATO System andthe nature:of:the:experiment which:we wdhted-to'conduct.
,.

thcgovernment leaders were receptive to the. Idea and gave its their eh-.

couragement:

part'ici Kits who,attended-1 the °Future of. the Boneyard. Creeke!

demonstrations' were nbt randomly ,selected from the population. The first

honetratiots Of the program included those perle who were involved in some

`way the:Boneyard Creek issue and-whO:Could offer suggestionS and

on the progremv. -.Th&rthaining deMonstrations included AlderMen and .64ncilmen,

fliom Urbana and Chamtaign, the'City Manager of Champaign, members of local

government departments and alOnoies leaders of communiti-Orgaqa6.tionssuch
.

et the League Of Women Voters and the ChamPaign Couniy Development Corporation,

facultY members and students from the University of Illinois, andyrepresenta-

tives from the two Ideal nelfspaners,the-university's student newspaper, and

the university',s :public inforhation offide.

Participants were invlted
,

to see the Boneyard Creek program by'sending

out invititiOndwfi' h included .a cover letter.descriebing the project and Ae

'IA2TO system.. Between June, .1970; 'and govember, 1970 ,4a -total. of 118 in

/

'Vitatlohs were pent- Out-to membersof the communiiy:-.Porey-two persons, a

response rate of 35 .50, . attended the demonstrations
'Th

A '1

After November; 1970, the experiment was sufficiently well-known that
:...1: s.

we-could approaCh individuaisor groupsdirectly, or we would be contacted
. _

0,
by those interested in the program. BetWeen..JanuaTy., 1971, and April; 1971,

;,...

65 more per'sons attended.demOnstrationsOf the program, bringing:the.totals-

.nuM4er of participarils to 107.
0.,



RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

-Between June, 1970 andApril, 1,971, a total of nine demonstrations were
,1

.given,duriiig which data- was eollected,on,.77'participants..,: DUring this ,same

time period,'numerdus 4ther-demonstration;-were given, however, data either

was
o

.

not-collected Or the data onthe tapes wasnot sorted.

It SiiOuld be noted again that the participants whO attended these demon..
1

ttations were not.rand9Mly selected from the pOpulatiOn. the responses

questiona discussed in this paper'should not be generalized-to the total

populat

-Co

Questions.Presented in the Program

A series of four questions wer, e,asked during -the pro

,

designed to,determine:the revel of i'hformation on the .Boneyar Creek. Th
-

questions and responses' are presented in Tabl0 1. The general. wareness of

the participants on theissue seemed rather high. .Alowever, a significantly

1.argeminOrity of people had not seen sheetpiling ana a large-minority-of
. 0

1,
am which were

peop*A. could not correctly identify a definition of sheetpiling.

11

4 9

Question

Table 1 ,

QUESTIONS PRESENTED. IN THE BONEYARD CREEK,PROGRAM .

1. Do you think that the Boneyard is presently
used as:

. A STORM SEMEVto carry of( rain water;
b. ASANITARY SEWER to carry Wastes,;
.c. A combination of SANITARY SEWER and'STORM SEWER.

The correct response 5.8

.ReSpOnse
(N777) 4

14

Q
63
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Table 1 (cont.)

2, Another factor in the floodingproblem is the.
RUNOFF RATE:

Do' you think that Champaign- Urbana has:

Il. A fast RUNOFF RATE.
. b. A slow RUNOFF RATE.,

The correct answer is 'a".

SamPILING,:acOmmon sight' along the'Creek,
especially ip Urbana, was another ablution
to the floodingl,problem.

have you had amopportunity tosee SHEETPILING
in the Champaign-'Urbana area?

P.

,-Yes

b . No
g. Dpn't Know

6REETPILING refers to;

The constructions' of concrete "walls"
along the sides of creek.

b. Ifining the Boneyard with Butyl rubber td.
increase the cross- sectional area,o the creek..

. PieCes.of interlocking steel driveh vertically
into the 'ground.

-Stockpiling linen Closets.
Covering the bottom of. the creek-with
steel sheets, to.eliminatathe problem Of
rock obstruCtions..

Response

Theoorrect answer is "c".

Opinion, Question
14 M.

tE At' It
In order to determine the ganeral'opiniOn on a suggegged solution to

c

the problem, the participants were asked what they, thought should be done

.with the Boneynrd Creek. The quesction and respilses are presented in Table 2.

Responses indicated that a majority of the participants favored either a land

35

14

20

improvement aogram or a combination program of sheetpiliniand landscaping.

15



Table 2

QUESTION
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE WITH THETONEYARD

1. In your opinion
Boneyard?

what slibicald be d.one with the

a. Continue.sheet
b. Initiate'a,Land

Combine-a progr
. Do noting .with t

.e.. Don'tEhow.at7.the'

No response

ling the c/eek.'
mprdvement ProgrOm.:
of sheetpiling and Iangscaping.
e Boneirard.',
resent time.

Branching Sequences

.

.

. .

Three "branching sequences" were incorporated into the pr

- ,

Response

1;.

41
2;
2

.5

a '

description of the branching' sequences and the nuiber'ofarti

selected each sequence are presented in Table 3. In each inst

gram., -A

gents who

nce, a majority

the bronchi*of the participants chose to view the additional information in

sequence.

o

Branching Sequence
(Subject AreO).

1.. Runoff and Runoff Rates

2.* Pollution

3. Unat 0

Table js

BRANCHING SEQUENCES
.

_Number of People

Who Selected the
Branching Sequence

55

51

er Cities Have Done 57

.16

4

Number o People Who
Did. Not elect the
Branching Seeience

(N= 7Y

2

26

20

.... ...*
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A

Table :4 presents a list of the terms available in the prograM and the

ber of times the participants requested a definition of each term.

0

)
/is, the participants frequently requested a definition for a term *hichlad not

been inclUdei in the dictionary. The computer recorded this informatiOn,

thereby enabling the programmer to make additions to the "dictionary" list.

"\\

In addition to frequently selecting,definitions of-terms, the patticipantS,'

enerated a list of terms which had not been defined in the progr& That

Table 4

LIST OF TERMS

Term

Number of Participants
Who Selected a Definition
of the Term'

1.. BoX Cui;irert. 25
2. Box ;Sewer 9

3. Easement 4

4.- Fee Simple 8

5.. Runoff: 8

6, Runoff Rate

Y. panitarySesier -12

Sheetpiling 24
. 9. Storm SeWer 22

10. Watershed* 65

. 7

*klarge number of participants selected a definition of: the word "Watershed",',-
because it was used in..the example to explain how to, obtain additional
information. on a term.

,

dommerit Mode

A "commerit nod' e" wa.w incorporated into th6 Doneyard Creek Rt'Ogram on

Febrwry 24, 1971. Prior, to this time, the participants Wrote out .their comhents



to

..- .

\
on paper.; The data collecte 'thus fp.r in thg 'comment mode during the course,'

.

,

of the program has 'been insufficient for a Usefulanalysis.. However, a sampling

f ;tile comments 'made by the participdnts can be seen in Table 5.

A SELECTION OF COMMENTS MADE BY PARTICIPANTS

0

USIN4 T COMMENT ODE*

.

1. what the boneyard is _supposed to 'be used or an4 what it is being used
for now. are eompletely the opposite statements. b is correct if the Boneyard
is being.used as bo.;,, a sanitary sewer and a st rm sewer.

2. ques was what creel was -not-What it -wass
. . \A.

3. Is it still possible to ,reconvert the bone
deterioNation gone,,too far

6 do natUral underground s'ewers', currently exi t,

can ldrs -0.e passed whith would regulate flow. of
the illture

it would seem bette
control flow' in the ere
for parks or even ijust
save perhaps, some of th
piling

also problems

and to a storm sewer Jr has

sewage into boneyard in

te, initiate a land imp ovement program 'which would
k through more natural mepoda and make available lend
ore pleasant land around .homes! and .business and would
money used in desroyiklg.the environment with sheet-

r

such a traffic control

.
ven though th g-trost of sheetpling appears t be
development plan would cost much much more. HOW

4. It seems to me that
a lot,- and effective lan
feasible Would' this be?

Again, the cost of le4Idscaping alone would be less than sheetpiling,

but what t the laddcd Cost for eliminating pollution?

5. /Why has the Boneyard been left:.tocarekess abaned?

6. very nic
this is a very interesting program

'7. the original/question ' iii. ask whit

3. think that that.trohlabe a goo d
c,

-idea to make a
I can clearly Geo that a big problem exists and I certainly would, like to
sonething on about itbut".r also sympathize with the landowners along

r;he creek. Have they e.rorenced. any opinions on they matter?

18
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*TypograPhica errors and 401complete Sentences'are'eresult of how participants
typed the comments, not technological prqblems.

Questionnaire Presented at Conclusion of Program
4

After the participants had completed the program, they were asked to

.answer a. series of four questions at the end of'the program. These questions

were designed to elicit reapOnSes on 1. bias in the'program, and 2..the.use-

fdlness of this mediuM for discussing community issuea. The questions and !

responses are presented in Table 6.

Table 6

*QUESTIONNAIRE ON BIAS AND USEFULNESS OF MEDIUM

In diveloping this,irogrami tre attempted. to be. as objective and unbiased
as pospible.

Did you see any bias in the program?

a. Yes
b., No
c. No Opinion

"-. .

la. . If yes, in what direction.was the program/biased?
lb. What speicific sections were biased?. ./'

1.29

41
4 , n=77

No Answer 3 .

.

2. Would you like to 'see more programs,on community issues written and presented
on PLATO? -

a. Yes
b. No
c. No Opihion

TO
1
3 nx77

No Answer 3

3. Do you think that thip is'a'useful wayto'loOk at information on community
Efroblerin for a pernon 1i1 yournelf?

a. Yerl 64

b. No

'n=77e. No OpiniO4
4a, Why? No Answer 4

19

p.
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While the majority of participants 33.2%f felt that the program was

ignificant portion indicated a bias present in the program. Theseun I1ased, a
"41r,

participants felt that the bias was primarily in the direction of a landscapihg

program A omplete list of "directions of bias" is presented in Table T.

Table 7-

DIRECTIONS OF BIAS

f

T" .""TTrli nr,Omill U4.3 BIASED. 7REW171CY WHICK
ITEM WAS MENTIONED

1, Land Tmprovement Program ; 13

R. Against Sheeipiling 3

3. °Loaning up the Boneyard 7 2
I

4. Complete Change for the Baneyard '1

1

1

7. _Natural Beauty 1,

8. Cocial as Opposed to Economic Aspects. 1 %

n=n3

5. Exclusion of,Opinions of industry

6. Mediocrity

;ti

1

Th&r rarticipvts were alzo, aoked what upecific-seetions were bi sed.

E:altciranto 1ndicat,C3 thNI the sec(in,r; neat biaGt4 includeaheet-
.

P. PrenlditIoti of L111,04,lisitive e6ursoo

PrwIriln (0e. Table Pi).

of action, and 3. na
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Table 8

SECTIONS WHICH WERE BIASED

RAM ORDER BY FREQUENCY WITH WHICH ITEM' WAS MENTIONED

)BIASED SECTIONS

1. Sheetpiling

V. Presentation oD Alternativessof Action

3. Land Improvement Program

4. Entire Program

5. 'aides Used Throughout the.Progrmm

6. Copmunity Groups

7. Other Cities '

FREQUENCY WITH WHICH
ITEM WAS MENTIONED

5

5

4

1

1

1

1

Over 90flioT the participantsindicated that they would like to see more

Issues discussed on PLATO. When asked what issues they would like to see

presented on'this medium, they seemed primarily interested in those issues

dealing with ecology, race relations, and university -.community relations.

Table 9 presents a complete list of issues suggested by the participants.

Table
I

9A::E OIRDFR OF COMNITY TOJUO BY FREVENCY WITH WHICH THE ISSUE IS M8iTIONED ,



1.

1
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Table 9 (cont.)

ISSUE.

1. Ecology (paieservaion of wild lands,spollftion)

, 2., University-Community Relations

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

*9.
10.
11.

13.

Yi

A

FREQUENCY WITH WHICH
ITE4 WAS laNTIONED

Race-Relations
Transportation
University Issue's
Politics
Recreatron and Park Fhcilitiet
Voter Demands
Education
.Local Business.
Housing
Urban Planning
Student Dissent .

0

6

5

3
3.

3

3'
2

14. Police-Community Relations
15. Student Vote in Local Government
16,- Student Rights
17. Laws and Ordinances
18. Local Government
19. Law Enforcement
20. Draft
21. Illinois.Public Interest Research,Group-

22. Zoning Ordinances
23. Employment
24. Population
25. Southeast Asia
26. Poverty
27. Pesticides

1
1
1
1

1

ra
Over 8o7. of the participants also felt that thiswas a usef

Jock at information. on community issues. They found itusefulp

because'it Seemed. more objective and unbiased, required less .tim

media, and the material wau more concise. The responses listed b

participants indicating why they found this to be a useful. way to

enmmuldty i0M10.1 can be found in Table 10.

r 22

way to

imarily

than other,

the

discus!
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Table 10

RANK ORDER OF AD ANTAGES BY FREQUENCY
WITH WHICH. THE I HAS BEEN MENTION%

ADVANTA.GE,

1. Objective andlinbiased

2. Direct and Concise .

3. Requires less time

4. Convenient :..

.5. Factual.

6.

More Information

at FREQUENCY WITH WHICH
'ITZM IS MENTIONEDv

8. New way to get information
/

9. More personally involve&

10. Presents background infoithation

11. All material located in one plaOe

:12. Can easily give responses

.13. gore credible.

13

11

10

8

6

6

5

4

4

3

"3

2

14. Can select information -ko be viewed

),

215. Entertaining

16. Helps you to understand others views

17., Captive audience

18. Can review the 'material

19. Keeps one up-to-date on the issues

1

1

V-5



Written questionnaire

Uron completion of the computer-baspd p am, thkparticipants were
-a .

a.ked: to complete a written questionnaire ont -eprogrp:M. A total'ot-I01-9

q*stiennaireS were giyen out, 91 of which wereetuilledo The 9uqstip4naire

and responses are pretsented An Table 11.

Table 11

QUESTIONNAIRE ON.BONEYARD CREEK PROGRAM

1. Do yqu think that this program has 3leen:

too long 11

too short 3

just right'. 70

7
n=91

2. Do you' feel that the,program contained:

.,.t00 much information

bo little information

adequate infermation

no opinion -

e

Didou feel that there Nave too many technical
.terms presented in,thiS program ??

5 .

72

0
-. n=91 :(1 VA)

yes

no

no
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Table LL(cont.)

4. Wlz there any infOrmatin that you wanted
but was not presented in the program?

yez

no

Did you

yes

32

57
n=91 (2 NA),

v.
ever.feel bored going through .t

no opinion.

23

67,

1
n=9'1

prog;rara?

e

Before you saw this program, what was your opinion
about that should be done with the Boneyard?

.

sheetpile:it

lAndocape

c. bin of theetpiling
and, landscaping

other (specify)

no opinion

7. Did this program change your
and about the Boneard?

yes'

no

opinion

22 "

11,

%115.

n=91

34

54

2

.11=91,(1 NA)

8. ;iould_you be interested in ,eon
here again to. work through a
program on another community issue?

A .

1

(1.1.-,"t know 6

84

n=93.

fl a1'7

4

40 1
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Table. II (cont.

a

.
.

. Would-you invite your.frienis 10 participate, too?
--, - .

yes : 814 .,. ,

.

.

,, .

n6 1

don't know 6

AT.191°

yOusie any advantages-or_disadventages. that
14S mediuft offers Over others, such as ,the

-- newspaper, radio, and television?
. e

.

To briefly Summariit:he. results of,the, questionnaire,thi participants,
. *. .

ndicated that the program.Wa6 "just right" in length (the average t'ompItion

Y .

1.1m,Jwas 1/2.hoUr), qontained an tAaquat'A amount.of information, and 4-:-, no*s
,.

present too many technical terms. The participipts did not s m to find the,

.pr7.gram-bbring and'indicated,thwt they would '3 ntereited in gain hrough

another N'ogram on a cOmmuntpy issue and,would also

friends to paiticipate.

g willing to invi eheir.

A subist.antial number of participants indicated that they- sought information.'

which was not presented in the program. Additlonal information was requested'

primarily on costs and terms of a land improvement program, political information,

views of oth4r groups in the community, and facts abOut pollution. A.complete

lisf of sees of information sought.idNipresented in.Table 12.

Table 12

TYPED OF ADDITIONAL INVORMATION SWOHT-BY PARTICIPANTS,

P'
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Type of Infcirmation

(cont,)

1. Costs and Terms of a 'and Improvement }Program

2.- Political information

3. "Views of other getups in the cciinmuni

Freauency With Which.
Iten2. vas Mentioned

7

6

14. Pollu,tion 5
6

5. Explanation of more terms

6. Community plans

7.. Sources of information
a

.8.., get personally involved

9. Program print-out

2

While the majority of the participants did not feel "bored going

through the program, those who did feel this way became'bored with ,particular

sections of Vie program,. suciP1413.s the history of the Boi:teyard Creek and the

section draing with other cities. Others became bored because they had. -

previoils knowledge of -the issue

on 'PLATO III to be poor,.

or found the quality ofthe images presented

The reApouses indicated that a majorit favdred-eitner a landscaping
V

.progrant for the Boneyard, or tit. program which .combined landscaping tarksheet-.

piling. 'A majority alsa stated that the computer-based program did not
ie"change their taind l about the Bon.eyard Creek issue. It is significant to

note that .of those who did change their mied, 60.6% had previously held no

opinfon on the 0issue.



The last question asked whether the teaching computer had apy advantages.,
fr

or disadvantages over the other media. The participantsdescribed more

.
.%._

advantages than disadvantages. In.particular, they noted that the teaching

(

computer involved.aCtive participation in that the parti ipants cauld give

(
comments or answer questions; the branching sequences allowed the participants'

.

. . .

select the information which they wanted to view; and the program seemed

tore e-unbiased than the other medin (Table 13).

6 Advantage

.' Active Participation

Table .13

ADVANTAGES4F THE TEACHING COMPUTER

Frequenoy With Which .
Item Is Mentioned

.

2. Branching sequences

1
3. Unbiased

t

4,- Moe personal
I

. 5. More infoSmativ

20

12.

6, Can progress at own rate

7.
.

befloes term's fl

8. Feeldipick

review information

ti

t, 10. Requires less time than other media

11. Educational

12. Material available in one place

13. Participant can control responses 2



Table.13 (cont.)

Facilita es cdncentration on a-specific issue

.

Removes politics fromdecpIonvmaking process

ConVenient

17: Not affected-by othersaround ydu 1

Opinion saftpling,can be conducted more quickly 1

4 ,

1,.

The Primary disadvantages (Ta e 14) described included biased information,

enbe of the location of the terminals ant. the fact' that this

sound each 'only a..imited audierice.

10'

Table 14

DISADVANTAGES OF:THE TEACHING COMPUTER

Disadvantage

1. Biased

,Inconvenient iodation

3: Costly,

4. Reaches only limited audience

5.. Requires too much time

6. Poor quality of Images

7 TriV2a1 information

Requires too much effort

Screen too sMall

Frequency With Which
Item is Mentioned,

1



Table 114 (cont.)

10. Com munity residents_would.
react against the academic approach .

11. Inconvenientacheduling

12. Simply another written paper

S.

13.. Can preeent only a.)dmiteil. amount of material'

14.: Unknown to genei-al public

15.. No sound

16. Information already known to decision-makers

'17. ,Too static

Too slow.

r.
19. Moult to operate terminals

1

1'

1°

. ,..
.

.The de44a which has been.cliected thus far on the Boneyard Creek program'

., .

ha4 indiCated that, in general, the participants have reacted favorably to

this;.neW type. Of communications iechnology'and-its pdeeible applications in

the-Community planning' area.' The comments and criticisms,made by the

\ .

-pafticipants haVe also suggested a,number.of changes to be made in the program

before it-ispreeentea to\a. raridbm sample of the population in the communities-.

These changes include the fllowi4g:

1. Increaae the number 0 branching sequences.

2. Expand the "dictionary" qt,terms.

3. Suggest,more alternatives.

1 Present more questions designed to insure minimum information levels.

5. Inc ude the viewpoints of more groups in, the communfty.

Incorporate the written questionnaire into the computer-based program.



Further Considerations

The data gathered from this experiment suggests 'that this technology can

,

be used as a communica:tions medium to discuss community \Ssues. This ex-
,

periment'also raises a number of questions 'Which will have to be dealt with

as research-in this area continues:

1. Issue Selection.---Some decision will have to be made concerning the

selection of issues to be programmed. One possibility would be to allow the

citizenry themselvq to suggeSt and vote on the most important issues for

consideration.

2. Information GatheringQuality programs depend on adequate information.

This will probably neclessi# sate more efficient information gathering procedures.

In the same context, procedures will\also have to be established which will

insure adequate repreSentation of all the alternatives suggested by interest
. ,

groups.

'3. Cost/Beneflt Analysis---As other technologies p ovide methods for

participation, consideration should be given now to ways of measuring the

effeetiveness of the various technologies for the individual in terms of

participation learning, satisfaction, etc..

74, Control of Information--One of he most important.questiOns is that

of information control. In order to prevent the abuse .of this technology,

a-community council. might be established with rotating membership. This.

council could function to insure that all sides of an issue are epresented,

that information is accurate,..and that the data gathered and p eented to

decicisn-mairs is not manipulated.

31,
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t

5. Other Uses---In addition to presenting information on isaues,'the

teaching computer may offer other uses. One possibility is that government

leaders or .interest groups in different communities might use terminals to

conduct Delvhilike conferences. Anotth. possibility is to let interest

groups develop strategies on-issues using basic information on the community.

These few questions clop, notexhaust the many problems and considerations

which will have to be taken into account as'research continues in this area.

They do suggest that much more experimentation is needed if this, technologyis

-.-
to develop into mass communications pedium useful for a variety of purposes

,Qb



FOOTNOTES

1. 2or an overview of citizen participation in federal programs, see
"?1,..nning and Citizen Participation," Journal of the American' Institute of
Plannero," July, 1969, Volume XXXV, NurTaiTe747

2. For more'didcussion of the. Aputer and compunications, see J. C. R.
Liek4dcr,. "The Computer as a Communication De- ice. International Science 'and
Technology, April, 1968; Chandler H. Stevens, "Cititen P4edbadk and. Societal`
Systego," Technology Review, January, 1971; and comas Bo Sheridan, "CitizenOk

,Feetback: New Technology for Social Choice," Review, Jahuary, 1971.

3, PLATO III originally consisted of 72 terminals. As the PLATO IV system
replaces the PLATO IIIsydtem, the .older terminals are being phased out.

i. D. L. Bitzer andD. Skaperdas4 "PLATO IV: An Economically-ViableAirge-.
'State Computer-based Educaiton System," paper presented at the National
Electronics Conference, Chicago, 1968.

41

n5. $tuart Umpleby, "Citizen Sdmpling kMethod.for Involving.

the Public in Social Planning," Policy Sciences, Vol..1, No, 3,,Fall-1970.

6. .1'..ILeh of the information contained in the Boneyard Creek program was based'
Onan unpublished report prepared by a group of sculents, The Concerned
Engineers for the Restoration of the Boneyatd. The report was directed by
Brte Hannon; assistant professor of Engineering at the University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois.
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Appendix A

B911EYARD. CREEK PROGRAM ,

S Or FRAME' SEEN otr SCP.EN

Current Plans for the Boneyard
The future of the Boneyard will

ultimitely be decided by the people of
Champaign-Vrhana. There are three course
of action which you may consider:

1. Continuation of sheetpiling.
2. A Land Improvement Program.
3. Each of the above would be

carried out over a period of years, and
the actual result might be some combin-
ation of the two.

Before we look at each pr basal
more carefully, we would like to find out
which alternative you prefer at the
present time

In 'your opinion, what should be done
with the Boneyard?

a. Continue sheetpiliny the creek.
h. Initiate a Land Iiprovement

Program.
c. Combine a program of lieetpiling

and landscaping.
d. Do nothing with the Boneyard.
e. Don't.know at the present time.

34



Advantages of Sheetniling

SMETPILING a stream iccomplishes
a number of purposes:

1. SHEETPILING effectively prevents
the erosion of the banks of a stream
which can in time undermine the found-
ations of buildings.

2. The increasing water flow duzing
gain stotms, hich is a primary concern
of the develo ing Champaign-Urbana area,

11-ccan be easily ac omodated,
3. SHEETPILING provides a limited

amount of room for the physical growth
of Champaign and. Urbana.

in` Case you haven't noticed, the water level'
In the Boneyard Is not constant. It Is usual-,
ly very low, but during a heavy rain, the
level of the creek Is tat above normal.

. approx.5ft.

level

during a
hitavy rain

nOrMal Isvi

Thissketch-
creek Indlcatei how much the level of water
In the creek actually does vary.

.no

" sr

_Regardless of.what course of action
# Champaign and -Urtiana follow 49x.' the

Boneyard, tbe'nollution must stop and
the viblatersof public law must be
prosecpted.

TrAss
a. If you would like to'kno.a

more about pollution.
b. If you wane-to go on

quickly,

f%

.0


